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Which statement is true about vocabulary testing?

Only functional words are included in vocabulary test.

At the elementary level, vocabulary tests deal with the lexicon of the written language. 

Only the examinee’s passive vocabulary are tested.

Testing of vocabulary productively is nearly impractical.

1-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which statement is true about this vocabulary item?

Adjourn means                                               A. cause to turn aside

                                                                          B. break into pieces

                                                                          C. come into use again

                                                                          D. break off for a time

It has provided enough context.

The examinee can guess the meaning from context.

This is a very economical form of vocabulary item.

It offers an opportunity for leaning.

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the main defect in the following item?

          A word used to describe a noun is called an ……………..

          A. Adjective B. Conjunction C. Pronoun D. Verb 

The options don’t have similar length.

The stem is too wordy.

The stem gives clue to the correct answer.

The distracters are not of same level of difficulty.

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In achievement tests, words are selected from the instructional materials, according to

…………..

the student’s needs the teacher’s goals

their relative importance their order of presentation 

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which statement is true about this pronunciation item?

Examinee hears                                         examinee chooses

eat       it        eat                                             A    B    C

It has no concern for meaning. It is difficult to administer.

It is difficult to prepare. It is used to test intonation.

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Pronunciation tests are utilized specifically with …………… testees.

beginning intermediate

beginning and advanced beginning and intermediate

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one does not test the production of segmental and suprasegmental phonemes?

imitation dictation retelling story reading aloud

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In testing pronunciation, if the testees are of different native tongues, items should be

universal. What does it mean?

The items should be sampled without respect to any particular language.

The items should be appropriate in every time and place.

The items should be appropriate even for handicapped testees.

The items should be sampled from real-life activity.

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which procedure of testing listening comprehension can estimate readiness for English in

real-life context?

distorted messages lectures and talks

dictation dialog

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is not suitable for listening tests?

passages originally intended for reading

passages from radio broadcasts

texts edited to contain more redundancy

texts with unfamiliar content

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which measure of speaking ability measures memory, reading ability, and organization as

well?

explaining retelling

role playing transforming sentences

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which statement is false about “talking about pictures” as a measure of speaking ability?

They are effective and useful means for assessing speaking ability.

They eliminate the need for reading or listening stimuli

The pictures should be familiar to the testees.

The pictures should be about classroom activities.

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Which statement is false about oral interview as a measure of speaking ability?

It is time consuming and expensive to administer.

It creates nervousness in examinees.

It requires trained examiners

It is an indirect measure of speaking ability.

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the most face-valid, extremely reliable and reasonably practical measure of

speaking ability?

interview dialog role playing short talks

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which statement is true about discrete scoring system of oral interview?

It is simple. It is quick.

It is more reliable. It is impressionistic.

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which statement is true about the passages in reading tests?

They should not be authentic.

They should be culturally fair.

They should  contain familiar information to the testees.

They should be politically fair.

16-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which statement is true?

Traditional reading tests regard reading to be a unitary ability.

Short context texts conform to the theory that considers reading to be a combination of

subskills.

Cloze procedure and short context clue have the same underlying theory about reading.

In cloze procedure, the reader processes the written language by means of pragmatic

clues.

17-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which technique is suitable for assessing beginning writing?

recognizing errors spelling

punctuating completing a paragraph

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which statement is true about composition as a writing test?

It is preferred over other test procedures.

Its scoring is commonly objective.

It has a negative backwash effect on writing instruction.

It should be rated with reference to its writer.

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which characteristics of essays do not flourish under exam conditions?

creativity and originality organization and systemacity

constancy and productivity validity an generality

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following should be avoided in using composition tests?

allowing alternative topics increasing the number of scorers

taking several samples providing full directions

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What makes a certain integrative test pragmatic?

The extent to which the test involves the testees in the communication

The extent to which the test makes the testees aware of the processing

The extent that the testees answer the questions efficiently

The extent that the testees answer the questions globally

22-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which statement is true about dictation?

Scoring is done on a sentence level.

It is a discrete-point testing.

It is a measure of the ability to process meaning.

Wrong spellings are taken into account in scoring.

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What are the uses of the cloze procedure?

It is a measure of listening acmprehension, pronunciation, and vovabulary.

It is a measure of reading comprehension, overall language ability, and readability.

It is a measure of writing, structure, and spelling.

It is measure of speaking, specific language ability, and legibility.

24-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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In the cloze procedure, scoring of each replacement depends on the degree of conformity

of the ESL∕EFL learner’s responses to the norms established on the basis of native speaker

responses. What is called this method of scoring? 

exact word accepted word rational clozentropy

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is underlying approach of TOEFL and MELA as dependable measures of language

ability?

integrative pragmatic

discrete point functional -communicative

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Functional-communicative testing identifies the functions-the domains and the conditions

under which the functions have to be performed –through a careful analysis of the testees’

……………

preferences needs background performance

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which statement is true?

Cloze and C- tests appear to lack content validity.

Cloze and C-tests may not supply random deletion of elements in a text.

Pragmatic tests measure the ability to communicate in the language.

Pragmatic tests give direct information on separate skills.

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 What is the greatest advantage of using recordings when administering a listening

comprehension test?

economy of test construction uniformity of presentation

similarity of test content ease of preparation

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In a speaking test, an examinee hears “change this sentence into future.” What type of

item is this?

explaining transforming translating retelling

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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